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Abstract

This paper proposes a technique to correct speech recognition errors in spoken dialogue systems that presents two main novel con-
tributions. On the one hand, it considers several contexts where a speech recognition result can be corrected. A threshold learnt in the
training is used to decide whether the correction must be carried out in the context associated with the current prompt type of a dialogue
system, or in another context. On the other hand, the technique deals with the confidence scores of the words employed in the correc-
tions. The correction is carried out at two levels: statistical and linguistic. At the first level the technique employs syntactic–semantic and
lexical models, both contextual, to decide whether a recognition result is correct. According to this decision the recognition result may be
changed. At the second level the technique employs basic linguistic knowledge to decide about the grammatical correctness of the out-
come of the first level. According to this decision the outcome may be changed as well. Experimental results indicate that the technique
enhances a dialogue system’s word accuracy, speech understanding, implicit recovery and task completion rates by 8.5%, 16.54%, 4% and
44.17%, respectively.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As an effort to improve automatic information services
making them available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
many companies and official institutions have recently
started to employ spoken dialogue systems (McTear,
2004; López-Cózar and Araki, 2005; Kraiss, 2006;
Wahlster, 2006). These systems are computer programs
developed to provide specific services using speech, for
example, airplane travel information (Seneff and Polifroni,
2000), train travel information (Billi et al., 1997), weather
forecasts (Zue et al., 2000; Nakano et al., 2001), fast food
ordering (Seto et al., 1994; López-Cózar et al., 1997), call
routing (Lee et al., 2000) or directory assistance (Kellner
et al., 1997).
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In despite of their advantages, spoken dialogue systems
are rejected by many users because the interaction they
allow is not very natural sometimes. This is caused by sev-
eral reasons, but perhaps it is mainly a consequence of the
current limitations of the state-of-the-art automatic speech
recognition (ASR) for real-word applications (Rabiner and
Juang, 1993; Huang et al., 2001; Skantze, 2005). Hence, to
make dialogue systems more widely accepted, it is very
important to develop techniques to increase the robustness
of the speech recogniser employed by these systems. In
order to make these techniques more easily employable
by the research community, we believe that the techniques
will require a small effort in corpus development, they must
be easily applicable to different tasks, they will require
small amounts of training data, and they must be easily
implemented without too much programming cost.

Many studies can be found in the literature that aim
to increase the robustness of a speech recogniser, for
example, Levow (1998), Swerts et al. (2000), Mangu and
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Padmanabhan (2001), Suhm et al. (2001), Levow (2002),
Kakutani et al. (2002), Lo and Soong (2005), Ogata and
Goto (2005), Shi and Zhou (2006), Denda et al. (2007)
and Morales et al. (2007). ASR post-correction techniques
aim to find incorrect words in the recognition result pro-
vided by the speech recogniser, and replace them with the
correct ones, i.e. those uttered by the speaker. The tech-
niques available so far in the literature, briefly discussed
in Section 2, present several limitations. One is that many
of them take into account lexical information only, and thus
require large amounts of training data. Another drawback
is that they not take into account the contextual informa-
tion available in spoken dialogues. For example, if a spoken
dialogue system prompts for a telephone number, it is likely
that the user will utter specific kinds of words (digits) but
not others (e.g. city names) to answer the prompt. More-
over, in a spoken dialogue the context in which words
are uttered may change as the interaction proceeds. This
kind of contextual information is missing in existing
techniques, but according to our experiments, it can be very
useful for the success of the ASR post-correction.

Another limitation of existing ASR post-correction
techniques is that they consider the recogniser output
just as a sequence of words, but do not take into
account the confidence scores that may be attached to
the words. However, many spoken dialogue systems
employ these scores to decide whether to accept, reject
or confirm (either implicitly or implicitly) the words in
the speech recognition results (Hazen et al., 2002). The
techniques available so far propose methods to replace
a word w in a recognition result with another word w0

in order to make a correction, but an open question is
what should be the confidence score for the word w0:
should it be that of w or a different one? The technique
we present in this paper addresses the drawbacks of the
existing techniques discussed above.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents previous work related to ASR post-correc-
tion, including differences and similarities with the
proposed technique. Section 3 focuses on this technique.
It firstly discusses the required elements: word-classes,
grammatical rules, syntactic–semantic models and lexical
models. Secondly, it explains algorithmically how to imple-
ment the technique. Thirdly, it analyses the performance of
the technique in dealing with word insertions, substitutions
and deletions, and then discusses the main advantages of
the technique. Section 4 presents the experiments. Firstly,
it shows the interaction between the Saplen system and
the user simulator, and comments on the speech database
and the scenarios for the simulator. Then it comments on
experiments to decide the requirements on training data.
Thirdly, the section compares results obtained with the
baseline system and the proposed technique, and shows
the advantages of using syntactic–semantic and lexical
models, both contextual. Section 5 discusses limitations
of the technique. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions
and describes possibilities for future work.
2. Previous related work

Most previous studies on ASR post-correction are based
on statistical methods that use probabilistic information
about words uttered and words in the recognition results.
For example, following this approach, Ringger and Allen
(1996) proposed a post-processor to correct speech recogni-
tion errors based on two parts. A channel model repre-
sented errors made by a speech recogniser, whereas a
language model represented the likelihood of a sequence
of words uttered by the speaker. They trained both models
with transcriptions of dialogues obtained with the
TRAINS-95 dialogue system. Their experimental results
showed that the post-processor output contained fewer
errors than that of the speech recogniser. Also following
this approach, Zhou and Meng (2004) proposed a two-level
schema for detecting speech recognition errors. The first
level applied an utterance classifier to decide whether the
speech recognition result was erroneous. If it was deter-
mined to be incorrect, it was passed to the second level
where a word classifier decided which words were
misrecognitions.

Other methods employ co-occurrence information
extracted from the words and their neighbouring words.
For example, Zhou et al. (2006) proposed a method for
error detection based on three steps. The first step was to
detect whether the input utterance was correct. The second
step was to detect incorrect words, and the third step was
to detect erroneous characters. The error correction first
created candidate lists of errors, and then re-ranked the
candidates with a model that combines mutual information
and a word trigram.

The methods discussed so far present several drawbacks.
One is that they require large amounts of training data.
Another is that their success depends on the size and qual-
ity of the speech recognition results or on the database of
collected error strings, since they are directly dependent
on the lexical entries. To address these drawbacks,
researchers have employed additional knowledge sources.
For example, Jeong et al. (1996) combined lexical informa-
tion with semantic knowledge and carried out error correc-
tion at two levels: semantic and lexical. The input utterance
was firstly transformed to obtain a lexico-semantic pattern.
A database of pre-collected semantic patterns was used at
the semantic level to find similar patterns to the obtained
pattern. The error correction was made by replacing erro-
neous syntactic or semantic items in the obtained pattern,
taking into account the pre-collected similar patterns. At
the lexical correction level, the obtained and the recovered
patterns were aligned, some candidate words in a domain
dictionary or ontology dictionary were selected as the most
similar to the original input words, and these words were
used for correction.

Employing a different approach, Jeong et al. (2004)
combined lexical information with higher level knowledge
sources via a maximum entropy language model (MELM).
Error correction was arranged on two levels, using a differ-



1 We assume in this paper that the confidence scores are real numbers in
the range [0.0–1.0].
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ent language model at each level. At the first level, a word
n-gram was employed to capture local dependencies and to
speed up the processing. The MELM was used at the sec-
ond level to capture long-distance dependencies and higher
linguistic phenomena, and to re-score the N-best hypothe-
ses produced by the first level. Their experiments showed
that this approach had superior performance than previous
lexical-oriented approaches. The problem was that the
training of the MELM required a lot of time and was
sometimes infeasible.

2.1. Differences and similarities between the proposed

technique and previous studies

The technique we propose is inspired by previous studies
based on semantic information (Jeong et al., 1996), pattern
matching (Kaki et al., 1998) and statistical information
(Zhou and Meng, 2004). One similarity between our tech-
nique and that of Jeong et al. (1996) is in the use of two
correction levels. In both techniques the speech recognition
result is transformed into one pattern. At the first level, this
pattern is compared with a corpus of patterns learnt in the
training, and as a result of the comparison the input pat-
tern may be changed. The outcome of this level is passed
on to the second level where both techniques can replace
some words with other words.

One difference between both techniques is in the method
employed to select the pattern to be used for making cor-
rections at the first level. According to the technique of
Jeong et al. (1996), this pattern is the one with minimum
distance to the input pattern. One problem of this method
is that the selected pattern may not be optimal. To over-
come this problem, our method employs several corpora
of previously learnt patterns, and a similarity threshold
t 2 [0.0–1.0] to decide whether one pattern is good enough
for error correction. If it is, our method works similarly to
that of Jeong et al. (1996); otherwise it searches for a better
pattern in the whole set of patterns available. If the appro-
priate pattern is found in the whole set, the correction pro-
ceeds as in the method of Jeong et al. (1996); otherwise, our
technique does not make any correction at the first level.
Another difference is that Jeong et al. (1996) carry out
the lexical correction at the second level, whereas our
method carries this correction both at the first and second
levels. In the former level it considers statistical informa-
tion, while in the latter it takes into account linguistic
knowledge.

Our technique also has similarities with the proposal of
Zhou and Meng (2004), as both employ a two-level schema
for detecting recognition errors. The first level decides
whether the speech recognition result is erroneous. If it
is, the technique of Zhou and Meng (2004) passes on the
result to the second level, where a word classifier decides
which words are incorrect. One difference between the
two techniques is that ours always passes on the result of
the first level to the second level, regardless of the decision
made by the first level.
Another difference between our technique and previous
studies is that, as discussed in Section 1, existing studies focus
just on the words in the speech recognition result, without
considering the confidence scores that the words may have
attached. Our technique not only deals with the word strings,
but also with the confidence scores. As far as we know, this is
an issue not addressed in previous studies.

3. The proposed technique

We propose a new ASR post-correction technique for
spoken dialogue systems that can be useful when the speech
recognition rate is very low. This is typically the case when
such a system employs just one prompt-independent lan-
guage model (e.g. word bigram) to recognise, in theory,
any kind of sentence uttered by the user within the applica-
tion domain, regardless of the current prompt generated by
the system. Hence, our goal is to move forward from the
typical solution employed by commercial systems, i.e.
prompt-dependent language models mostly, to a more
ambitious and less restricted interaction by means of just
one prompt-independent language model, which enables
the user to say anything within the application domain at
anytime. We assume that the technique must be applicable
to any dialogue system, regardless of the speech recogniser
employed. Hence, we consider the recogniser as a black box
that for each input utterance produces a recognition result.
This result is a sequence of words with confidence scores1

attached, e.g. ‘‘I (0.7590) would (0.6982) like (0.9268) to
(0.4285) have (0.6929) six (0.3974) green (0.7059) salads
(0.8182)”. If the recogniser does not produce these scores
but only the word sequence, our technique is applicable
as well by simply discarding all the decisions about the
scores.

The technique employs semantic, syntactic, lexical and
contextual information. The semantic and syntactic infor-
mation is implemented by means of sets of patterns con-
structed from the analysis of a dialogue corpus. Each set
is mapped to a prompt type of a spoken dialogue system
designed for a given application. The prompt type repre-
sents the contextual information of the technique, as it
determines the kinds of sentence likely to be uttered by
the user at a particular dialogue state. The lexical informa-
tion is implemented by means of word confusion statistics
and linguistic knowledge. The statistics are computed from
the analysis of the dialogue corpus, by aligning utterance
transcriptions and speech recognition results. The linguistic
knowledge must be provided by the system designers and is
employed to ensure grammatical restrictions (e.g. number
correspondences) between specific words, in case these
restrictions affect the semantics of the sentences. The rea-
son for using this knowledge is to compensate for problems
arising from sparse training data.



Table 1
Assignment of types to prompts generated by the Saplen system

Prompt Type (T)

Please say your telephone number TELEPHONE_NUMBER
I’m sorry, I didn’t understand. Please

say your telephone number again
TELEPHONE_NUMBER

What would you like to have? PRODUCT_ORDER
How many ham sandwiches did you

say?
FOOD_NUMBER

Which size would you like for the beer? DRINK_SIZE
Did you say two? NUMBER_CONFIRMATION
Please say the taste for the milkshake DRINK_TASTE
Do you want to remove the green

salad?
REMOVE_CONFIRMATION

Did you say large? SIZE_CONFIRMATION

Table 2
Examples of word-classes in the fast food domain

Word-class Word examples

CONFIRMATION yes, no, OK, correct, incorrect, alright, etc.
DESIRE want, need, gimme, etc.
DRINK water, beer, coke, wine, fanta, etc.
FOOD sandwich, cake, ice-cream, burger, etc.
INGREDIENT cheese, ham, bacon, curry, etc.
NUMBER one, two, three, four, five, six, etc.
SIZE small, large, big, etc.
TASTE orange, lemon, apple, etc.

Table 3
Examples of word-classes in the ATIS domain

Word-class Word examples

DESIRE want, need, etc.
CITY Boston, Chicago, Rome, Madrid, Tokyo, etc.
WEEK_DAY Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc.
MONTH_DAY first, second, third, fourth, etc.
MONTH_NAME January, February, March, April, etc.
NUMBER one, two, three, four, five, six, etc.
ACTION book, cancel, confirm, question, etc.
DEPARTURE from, departure, departs, etc.
ARRIVAL arrive, arrives, arrival, etc.
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3.1. Elements to be created for applying the technique

If we want to apply the technique to a spoken dialogue
system, we must create the following elements: word-clas-
ses, grammatical rules, syntactic–semantic models and lex-
ical models. The creation of these elements requires a
corpus of system-user dialogues2 that contains user utter-
ances (voice samples files), transcriptions of the utterances
(text sentences), and speech recognition results (text sen-
tences) obtained by the speech recogniser of the dialogue
system as it analyses the utterances.

We must assign a type (T) to each prompt the dia-
logue system can generate, taking into account the kind
of data expected when the user answers the prompt.
Note that a system may generate a prompt in different
ways to avoid redundancy and increase the naturalness
in the dialogue. For example, in the fast food domain
a system can generate prompts such as ‘‘Would you like
to have anything to eat?”, ‘‘Anything to eat?” or ‘‘Are
you ordering anything to eat?”, but regardless of the
wording, what is expected from the user is either a con-
firmation or a food order. Table 1 shows some assign-
ments of types to prompts generated by the Saplen
system used in the experiments.

3.1.1. Word-classes
The word-classes Ki are created using the set of utter-

ance transcriptions in the dialogue corpus. Each word-class
contains words of a given type that are really useful for the
semantic analyser of the dialogue system to get the mean-
ing of the sentences uttered by the user. These words are
usually called keywords. The word-classes to be created
can be decided by observing the transcriptions and using
the system designers’ knowledge about the performance
of the semantic analyser. We call X the set of word-classes:
X = {K1,K2,K3, . . . ,Kr}. Table 2 shows some possible
word-classes in the fast food domain.

Usually a keyword belongs to just one word-class, e.g.
‘want’ belongs to the DESIRE class only. There may be
keywords that belong to several word-classes, e.g.
‘orange’ could belong to the FOOD and TASTE classes.
The technique requires the creation of word-classes for
keywords only. Hence, word-classes are not required
for meaningless words (e.g. articles or prepositions) if
these words are not relevant for the semantic analyser
of the dialogue system.

The word-classes are task-dependent. For example, in
the ATIS (Air Travel Information Service) domain we
could create the word-classes shown in Table 3.

The effort of determining the required word-classes for a
given application may be relatively small using the design-
ers’ knowledge of the system, but filling the classes with all
the required words can be costly if this is done manually,
2 This dialogue corpus can also be obtained by employing a user
simulator that interacts with the dialogue system, as we have done in the
experiments.
i.e. inserting the keywords one by one. However, if the
semantic analyser of the dialogue system already uses
word-classes to extract the meaning of the sentences
uttered by the users, the technique can use these classes
and there is no need to create them manually. This is the
case for the Saplen system used in the experiments, where
the semantic analyser uses word-classes stored in text files
(one file per word-class). If the dialogue system does not
use word-classes but uses finite-state grammars, which is
the case for many commercial systems based on Voice-
XML, it is possible to save time in creating the word-clas-
ses by re-using the vocabulary in the grammars, which is
usually arranged in word categories. For example, Fig. 1
shows a JSGF grammar employed in a VoiceXML system
that provides travel information. City names or week days
can be easily copied and pasted to create the word-classes
CITY and WEEK_DAY.



#JSGF V1.0;

grammar from_to;

public <from_to> = [greeting] <desire> <travel> <city> {this.cityDestination=$city} <from_mark>
<city> {this.cityDeparture=$city} <moment> {this.weekDay=$moment} ;

<greeting> = hello | hi | good morning | good evening ;
<desire> = ( I | we ) | ( want | desire | need | must ) ;
<travel> = go to | travel to | get to ;
<city> = New York | Boston  | Chicago |  London | Madrid | Paris | Rome ;
<from_mark> = from | leaving from | departing from ;
<moment> = ( this | next ) ( Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday | Saturday | Sunday ) ;

Fig. 1. A sample JSGF grammar.
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3.1.2. Grammatical rules

The grammatical rules are used to correct grammatical
errors that affect the semantics of sentences. We call R
the set of basic grammatical rules ri: R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}.
The rules are of the form: ri: sspi ? restrictioni, where sspi

is a syntactic–semantic pattern and restrictioni is a condi-
tion that must be satisfied by the words represented by
the word-classes in sspi. For example, one rule used in
our experiments in the fast food domain is the following:

r1 : ssp1 ! numberðNUMBERÞ ¼ numberðDRINKÞ and

numberðDRINKÞ ¼ numberðSIZEÞ and

numberðNUMBERÞ ¼ numberðSIZEÞ

where number is a function that returns either ‘singular’ or
‘plural’ for each word in the word-class, and ssp1 = NUM-
BER DRINK SIZE.

One drawback of this method is that the rules are task-
dependent. Hence, if the application domain is changed,
the rules must be adapted accordingly to consider the nec-
essary grammatical restrictions among the word-classes in
the new domain. One alternative is to use statistical infor-
mation, which has the advantage of automatic training
without manual effort to create grammatical rules. To
study the differences between both methods, we followed
the study by Zhou et al. (2006) and used one n-gram lan-
guage model, i.e. the word bigram employed by the speech
recogniser of the Saplen system. We found that in some
cases the statistical method worked well in correcting errors
in speech recognition results, e.g. in ‘‘uno cervezas gran-
des” (one large beers), where ‘uno’ (one) was a misrecogni-
tion of ‘dos’ (two). The probability of this speech
recognition can be expressed as follows:

P ðuno cervezas grandesÞ ¼ P ðunoÞ � P ðcervezasjunoÞ
� PðgrandesjcervezasÞ

Using the bigram we found that the probabilities P(uno)
and P(grandesjcervezas) were large as the word sequences
‘uno’ and ‘cervezas grandes’ were observed quite frequently
in the training corpus. On the contrary, the probability
P(cervezasjuno) was very small as the word sequence
‘uno cervezas’ was not observed. Thus we assumed that
‘uno’ was an incorrect word. We searched for an appropri-
ate word in the trained lexical model (as will be explained
in Section 3.1.4) and found the perfect candidate: ‘dos’
(two). Hence, we replaced ‘uno’ with ‘dos’ and had the mis-
recognition correctly corrected: ‘‘dos cervezas grandes”

(two large beers).
The problem with this method is that because of sparse

training data, there were cases where the method trans-
formed correct recognition results into incorrect results,
which is a known problem of for purely statistical methods
as observed in previous studies (e.g. Kaki et al., 1998; Zhou
et al., 2006). For example, in our application domain this
happened with the recognition result ‘‘diez cervezas gran-
des” (10 large beers), which was not erroneous. For this
result we found in the word bigram that the probabilities
P(diez) and P(grandesjcervezas) were large, as the word
sequences ‘diez’ and ‘cervezas grandes’ were observed,
whereas the probability P(cervezasjdiez) was very small
as the word sequence ‘diez cervezas’ was not observed.
Then we assumed, as in the above example, that ‘diez’
was an incorrect word. Hence, we searched for an appro-
priate substitution in the lexical model and found the can-
didate: ‘tres’. Therefore, we replaced ‘diez’ with ‘tres’ and
had the recognition result incorrectly corrected: ‘‘tres cer-
vezas grandes” (three large beers).

Employing a large training corpus, we could have imple-
mented this statistical method for making the correction at
the lexical level, instead of the one based on grammatical
rules. We decided to use the latter as it works better in cases
of sparse data, given that the rules apply to all the words in
the word-classes, regardless of whether the words have
been observed in the training. Using the rule-based
approach, the word ‘diez’ (10) in the example above would
not have been considered an incorrect word as long as it is
in the word-class NUMBER.
3.1.3. Syntactic–semantic models

The syntactic–semantic models are representations of
the conceptual structure of the sentences in the application
domain. To create these models we consider each prompt
type T and take into account the transcriptions of all the
sentences uttered by the users to answer system prompts
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of type T. For example, for the prompt type T = TELE-
PHONE_NUMBER we could find transcriptions such as:
‘‘My telephone number is nine five eight one two three four
five six”, ‘‘nine five eight one two three four five six” or
‘‘nine five eight twelve thirty-four fifty-six”.

Each transcription must be transformed into what we
call a syntactic–semantic pattern (ssp), which represents
the sequence of word-class names in the transcription.
We say that this kind of pattern is syntactic as it provides
information about the order of the word-classes in the
sequence. For example, the two ssp’s: ssp1 = DESIRE
NUMBER INGREDIENT and ssp2 = NUMBER
DESIRE INGREDIENT are syntactically different as they
differ in the order of the word-classes. We say that this kind
of pattern is also semantic as it provides information about
the concepts (represented as word-classes) employed to
convey some semantic content. For example, the two ssp’s:
ssp1 = DESIRE NUMBER FOOD and ssp2 = DESIRE
NUMBER DRINK are semantically different as they differ
in the concepts involved (ssp1 is a conceptual representa-
tion of a food order, whereas ssp2 is a conceptual represen-
tation of a drink order).

To create a ssp from a transcription, each keyword in
the transcription must be replaced with the name of the
word-class the keyword belongs to. For example, taking
into account the word-classes shown in Table 2 (Section
3.1.1), the ssp for the transcription: ‘‘I want one ham sand-
wich and one small beer please”, would be as follows:

ssp ¼ DESIRE NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD

NUMBER SIZE DRINK

If a keyword belongs to several word-classes, we include
the names of the word-classes within brackets and separate
them with the optional marker ‘j’. For example, if the key-
word ‘orange’ belongs to the classes FOOD and TASTE,
the ssp for the transcription ‘‘I want one orange Fanta”
would be

ssp ¼ DESIRE NUMBER ðFOODjTASTEÞ DRINK

Transforming all the utterance transcriptions associated
with a prompt type T into ssp’s, we obtain a set of ssp’s
associated with T. The next step is to analyse this set to
remove repeated ssp’s, associating with each different ssp
its relative frequency within the set. We call the result of
this process a syntactic–semantic model associated with
the prompt type T (SSMT). This model is as follows:

SSMT ¼ fssp1 f 1; ssp2 f 2; ssp3 f 3; . . . ; sspm f mg

where the sspi’s are syntactic–semantic patterns, and the fi’s
are their relative frequencies within SSMT. For example,
the SSMT associated with the prompt type T = TELE-
PHONE_NUMBER in our experiment is as follows:

SSMTELEPHONE_NUMBER =
{NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER

NUMBER NUMBER 0.1430,
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUM-
BER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
0.1430,

NUMBER SIZE TASTE DRINK 0.0173,
MISTAKE 0.0098,
NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD 0.0098,
. . .}

If a dialogue system generates u different prompt types
T, we must create u different syntactic–semantic models
SSMT, one per prompt type. We call a set of all the SSMT’s
for a given dialogue system:

a ¼ fSSMTig; i ¼ 1; . . . ; u

Note that a SSMT is created from sentences uttered by
users to answer a prompt type T. Hence, it is expected that
the model contains syntactic–semantic patterns obtained
from sentences actually related to the prompt type T, for
example, patterns obtained from telephone numbers if
the system prompted for a telephone number. However, a
SSMT can also contain ssp’s not directly related to the
prompt type, which happens if the users uttered other types
of sentence. For example, the SSMTELEPHONE_NUMBER

shown above contains a ssp obtained from food orders
(NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD 0.0098), another ob-
tained from drink orders (NUMBER SIZE TASTE
DRINK 0.0173) and another obtained from user correc-
tions to system misunderstandings (MISTAKE 0.0098).

3.1.4. Lexical models

The lexical models contain information about the per-
formance of the dialogue system’s speech recogniser at
each specific dialogue state. This state is represented by
the prompt type T of the system. We must create a lexical
model (LMT) for each prompt type. The general form of
this model is as follows:

LMT ¼ fwi wj pij g; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; s

where wi is a word uttered by the speaker, wj is the recog-
nition result, and pij is the posterior probability of obtain-
ing wj when the speaker uttered wi. To create a LMT we
employ the set of utterance transcriptions and the set of
recognition results associated with the prompt type T. Both
sets are available from the analysis of the dialogue corpus.
We align each transcription c with its corresponding recog-
nition result h following the study of Fisher and Fiscus
(1993), and add (wi,wj) pairs to LMT, wi 2 c, wj 2 h. When
all the transcriptions have been aligned, LMT is analysed to
remove repeated entries and to compute the probabilities
pij. For example, let us suppose that the dialogue system
prompted for the user’s telephone number, i.e. T = TELE-
PHONE_NUMBER, and that to answer this prompt the
user uttered the sentence: ‘‘nine five eight one two three
four five six”. Let us assume that the recognition result
from this utterance is: ‘‘mine (0.3841) five (0.7867) eight
(0.9345) one (0.7810) two (0.6721) three (0.8945) four
(0.7832) five (0.7903) six (0.3981)”. Then, following the
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procedure discussed above, the word pairs: (‘nine’, ‘mine’),
(‘five’, ‘five’), (‘eight’, ‘eight’), (‘one’, ‘one’), (‘two’ , ‘two’),
(‘three’, ‘three’), (‘four’, ‘four’), (‘five’, ‘five’) and (‘six’,
‘six’) are added to LMT. Hence, LMT contains statistical
information about the recognition of each word uttered
by the user in response to the prompt type. After the re-
moval of repeated entries and the computation of the word
recognition probabilities, LMTELEPHONE_NUMBER may be
as follows:
w1

cs1

w1

cs1

Name1

. . .w2

cs2

w2

cs2

Name2

w3

cs3

w3

cs3

Name3

wm

csm

wm

csm

Namem

C1 C2 C3 Cm

Fig. 2. General format of an input enriched syntactic–semantic pattern
(esspINPUT).
LMTELEPHONE_NUMBER = { nine nine 0.3679,
nine mine 0.3530,
nine eight 0.1457,
nine five 0.1334,
six six 0.8397,
six three 0.1603,
salad salad 0.7582,
salad salads 0.2418,
. . .}

If a dialogue system generates u different prompt types
T, we must create u different lexical models LMT, one per
prompt type. We call b the set of all the LMT’s for a given
dialogue system:

b ¼ fLMTig; i ¼ 1; . . . ; u

As discussed for the syntactic–semantic models in the pre-
vious section, a LMT is created from sentences uttered by
users in the answering of system prompts of type T. Hence,
it is expected that the model contains word recognition
probabilities obtained from utterances actually related to
the prompt type T, for example, recognition probabilities
of digits if the system prompted for a telephone number.
However, LMT can also contain word recognition proba-
bilities obtained from utterances not directly related to
the prompt type, which happens if the users uttered other
types of sentence. For example, the LMTELEPHONE_NUM-

BER shown above contains recognition probabilities for
the word ‘salad’, which in principle is not expected when
the system prompted for the user’s telephone number.

3.2. Algorithms to implement the technique

The ASR post-correction technique proposed in this
paper is carried out firstly at the statistical level, and then
at the linguistic level. The correction at the former level
deals with the confidence scores if these scores are observed
in the input utterance, otherwise the decision about these
scores is skipped.

3.2.1. Correction at the statistical level

The goal of the correction at the statistical level is to
take the result of the speech recogniser and employ statis-
tical information to find words that belong to incorrect
concepts, replace these concepts with correct concepts,
and select the appropriate words for the correct concepts.
If the algorithm finds that a word w belongs to an incorrect
concept J and decides to replace it with another word w0

that belongs to another concept K, it must decide the con-
fidence score for the correction word w0: C(w0). To do this
we propose a simple method that takes into account the
number of words uj 2 K that are in the lexical model
employed (either LMT or b), i.e. words with which the
word w is confused. These words form a set U = {u1,u2,
u3, . . . ,up}. The method to determine C(w0) is as follows:
if there is just one word uj in U, then w0 = uj and
C(w0) = 1.0. If there are several words uj’s in U, then w0 is
the word with the highest confusion probability: p, and
C(w0) = p. This method assigns to w0 the highest confidence
score (1.0) if there is just one candidate word to make the
word replacement, and assigns a smaller value if there are
several candidates. We do not claim that this method is
optimal, and in future work we will study other methods.

To implement the correction, the algorithm receives the
speech recognition result and builds what we call an input
enriched syntactic–semantic pattern (esspINPUT), which is a
sequence of information containers Ci as shown in Fig. 2.

Each container has an optional name which is the name
of the word-class that contains the word wi in the con-
tainer. If this word is not in any word-class, the container
has no name. If a container has a name, we say it is a con-

ceptual container. The wi’s are the words in the speech rec-
ognition result, whereas the csi’s are the confidence scores
of the words. For example, using the word-classes shown
in Table 2 (Section 3.1.1), the esspINPUT obtained from
the recognition result: ‘‘I (0.5735) want (0.7387) one
(0.6307) ham (0.3982) sandwich (0.6307) and (0.4530) one
(0.6854) small (0.6590) beer (0.7861)” would be as shown
in Fig. 3. Note that all the containers are conceptual,
except the first and the sixth.

The algorithm now carries out two steps: pattern match-
ing and pattern alignment, which are discussed below.

Step 1. Pattern matching: The goal of this step is to
create an enriched syntactic–semantic pattern that we call
esspBEST. To do this we firstly define sspINPUT as the
sequence of word-class names Ni in esspINPUT. For exam-
ple, sspINPUT for the esspINPUT shown in Fig. 3 would be

sspINPUT ¼ DESIRE NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD

NUMBER SIZE DRINK

We decide whether sspINPUT matches any of the ssp’s in the
syntactic–semantic model associated with the prompt type
T (SSMT). If it does, we set esspBEST = esspINPUT and pro-
ceed to the correction at the linguistic level. In this case
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Fig. 3. Example of input enriched syntactic–semantic pattern (esspINPUT).
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Step 2 is not necessary as no changes have been made in the
sequence of concepts (i.e. word-class names) in sspINPUT. If
sspINPUT does not match any pattern in SSMT, we search
for similar patterns to sspINPUT in SSMT. To do this we
compare sspINPUT with all the ssp’s in SSMT employing
the minimum edit distance dynamic search3 (Crestani,
2000), and select those with similarity value greater than
a threshold4 t 2 [0.0–1.0]. We compute the similarity of
one pattern ssp1 with respect to the other pattern ssp2 as
follows:

similarityðssp1; ssp2Þ ¼ ðn� medÞ=n

where n is the number of word-class names in ssp1, and med

is the minimum edit distance between both patterns. Note
that if ssp1 and ssp2 are exactly the same, their similarity is
1.0 given that med = 0. If they are completely different, their
similarity is 0.0 because med = n. We call sspSIMILAR each
ssp in SSMT such that similarity (sspINPUT, ssp) > t, and
consider three cases:

Case 1. There is just one sspSIMILAR in SSMT. In this
case the correction is made by setting sspBEST = sspSIMILAR

and proceeding to Step 2, which is now necessary as the
sequence of concepts (i.e. word-class names) in sspBEST is
different from that in sspINPUT.

Case 2. There are no sspSIMILAR’s in SSMT. This means
that the ssp obtained from the recognition result is very dif-
ferent from all the ssp’s in SSMT. Then, we follow a fallback
strategy and try to find sspSIMILAR’s in the a set (see Section
3.1.3). If no sspSIMILAR’s are found in a, this means that the
obtained ssp is very different from all the ssp’s observed in
the training, regardless of the system prompt type T. In this
case we do not make any correction and proceed to the
correction at the linguistic level. If just one sspSIMILAR is
found in a, the correction is made as in Case 1, i.e. setting
sspBEST = sspSIMILAR and proceeding to Step 2. If several
sspSIMILAR’s are found in a, we proceed as in Case 3.

Case 3. There are several sspSIMILAR’s in SSMT or a. The
question now is to decide the best sspSIMILAR to make
the correction. To do this we start by selecting all the
sspSIMILAR’s with the greatest similarity value. If there
is just one, we set sspBEST = sspSIMILAR and proceed to
Step 2. If there are several, we select among them those
3 The minimum edit distance between two syntactic–semantic patterns is
defined as the number of deletions, insertions and substitutions of word-
class names required for transforming one pattern into the other.

4 The optimal value of the similarity threshold must be determined
experimentally, employing the technique over a small set of the test
database, and selecting as optimal the value that provides the best
performance.
with the highest relative frequency fi in SSMT or a. If there
is just one, we set sspBEST = sspSIMILAR and proceed to
Step 2. If there are several, we do not make any correction
at the statistical level and proceed to the correction at the
linguistic level.

Step 2. Pattern alignment: Up to this point we haven
taken sspINPUT and have created sspBEST. The former is
of the form: sspINPUT ¼ N 1 N 2 � � � Nm , for example:
sspINPUT = DESIRE INGREDIENT SIZE DRINK,
whereas the latter is of the form: sspBEST ¼ M1 M2 � � �
Mr, for example: sspBEST = DESIRE NUMBER SIZE
DRINK. The goal of Step 2 is to create an enriched syntac-
tic–semantic pattern that we call esspBEST, which is initially
empty. We align sspINPUT and sspBEST and focussing on
each container Ci in esspINPUT, we study two cases:

Case A. Ci is not conceptual. In this case the word wi in
Ci does not affect the semantics of the sentence, for exam-
ple ‘I’ in container C1 or ‘and’ in container C6 of Fig. 3.
Hence, we do not try to correct wi. We simply set Di = Ci

and add Di to esspBEST as observed in Fig. 4:
Case B. Ci is conceptual. In this case the word wi in Ci

affects the semantics of the sentence, for example ‘one’ in
container C3 of Fig. 3. Hence, we study whether this word
must be changed considering the ssp’s observed in the
training. Let us say that this container is Na, a 2 1, . . . ,m,
e.g. INGREDIENT in the sspINPUT shown above. We try
to find the concept aligned with Na in sspBEST. Let us say
that it is Mb, b 2 1, . . . , r, e.g. NUMBER in the sample
sspBEST shown above, at the beginning of Step 2. We must
consider three cases:

Case B.1. Na 6¼Mb. This is the case when a concept
obtained from the speech recognition result (Na) is con-
sidered to be incorrect and then must be replaced with
another concept (Mb). We must decide the word
w0i 2 Mb and the confidence score sc0i for the new con-
tainer Di to be added to esspBEST. To find this word
we use the lexical model associated with the prompt type
T (LMT) and create a set U = {u1,u2,u3, . . . ,up},
uj 2Mb, where the uj’s are words that are confused with
w1

cs1

w1

cs1

Name1

w2

cs2

w2

cs2

Name2

w3

cs3

w3

cs3

Name3
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Namei

D1 D2 D3 Di

. . .

Fig. 4. esspBEST with a new container Di added.
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the word w in Na due to speech recognition errors. Three
cases must be distinguished:

Case B.1.1. There is just one word uj in U. Let us call
this word u1. We make5: Di.Name = Mb, Di.wi = u1,
Di.csi = 1.0, and add Di to esspBEST.
Case B.1.2. U is empty. We follow a fallback strategy
to find in the b set (see Section 3.1.4) the U set. If
there is just one word uj in U, we proceed as in Case
B.1.1. If there are several words uj’s in U, we proceed
as in Case B.1.3. If U is empty we do not make any
correction, i.e. we make Di = Ci and add Di to
esspBEST.
Case B.1.3. There are several words uj in U. We select
the uj with the highest confusion probability p, which
we call it uhigh. We make Di.Name = Mb, Di.wi = uhigh

and Di.csi = p, and add Di to esspBEST.
Case B.2. Na = Mb. This is the case when the concept
obtained from the speech recognition result is assumed
to be correct. Hence, we do not change it. We simply
make Di = Ci and add Di to esspBEST.
Case B.3. Na cannot be aligned. This is the case when the
concept obtained from the speech recognition result is a
consequence of an inserted word. To correct the error
we discard Ci, i.e. we do not add it to esspBEST.

3.2.2. Correction at the linguistic level

Up to this point we have created esspBEST. The correc-
tion now aims to correct errors not detected at the statisti-
cal level that affect the semantics of the sentences. For
example, we have observed in the experiments that when
the system prompts to enter product orders, the utterance
‘‘una cerveza grande” (one large beer) is sometimes recog-
nised as ‘‘dos cerveza grande” (two large beer), which
causes the system to incorrectly understand the order as
‘‘two large beers”. This kind of problem is not detected
at the statistical level as the ssp obtained from the incorrect
recognition result:

sspINPUT ¼ NUMBER SIZE DRINK

matches one of the ssp’s in SSMT. Hence, sspINPUT is not
corrected at the statistical level, which results in the esspB-

EST obtained so far being incorrect. To solve this problem we

use the set of grammatical rules R discussed in Section 3.1.2.
We place in a window each syntactic–semantic pattern sspi

in a rule ri. The window slides over esspBEST from left to
right. For example, Fig. 5 shows a sample window for
the rule r1 discussed in Section 3.1.2.

If the sequence of concepts in the window is found in
esspBEST, restrictioni applies to the words in the containers.
For example, in Fig. 5 the sequence of concepts is found in
the sequence of containers C7–C9. Therefore, restriction1

applies to the words: ‘two’, ‘small’ and ‘beer’. If the
conditions in restriction1 are satisfied we do not make
5 We use the notation ‘Di.Name’, ‘Di.wi’ and ‘Di.csi’ to refer to the fields
Name, wi and csi of the container Di, respectively.
any correction, otherwise we try to find the reason for
the incongruity by searching for an incorrect word. This
is the case in the example given that number(NUMBER) 6¼
number(DRINK). To find an incorrect word we use the
linguistic information available by means of the grammat-
ical rules. In our experiments this is information about the
number feature of some Spanish words, for example:
number(‘dos’) = plural, number(‘cerveza’) = singular, and
number(‘pequeña’) = singular (dos = two, cerveza = beer,
pequeña = small). By comparing the number features of
these words, we assume that the word ‘dos’ (two) in con-
tainer C7 is incorrect, as the number correspondence
between ‘dos’ (two) and ‘cerveza’ (beer) is incorrect. Hence
we define IncorrectContainer = C7 and proceed similarly as
explained in Section 3.2.1, Step 2, Case B.1. However, now
the goal is not to replace a concept with another concept,
but a word within a concept with another word within
the same concept. To do this replacement we use the lexical
model LMT and define the set U = {u1,u2,u3, . . . ,up},
where all the words uj’s belong to the same word-class as
the word to be replaced (i.e. NUMBER in the example),
are confused with this word and satisfy restrictioni. We
finally consider the three cases distinguished in Section
3.2.1, Step 2, Case B.1, and proceed as discussed there.

3.2.3. Analysis of the performance of the technique for word

insertions, substitutions and deletions

Regarding word insertions, the correction is successful if
the technique discards the concepts that appear in sspINPUT

due to inserted words if these words are keywords. The cor-
rection can be observed in the following example taken from
our experiments, where T is the prompt type of the dialogue
system, U is the sentence uttered by the user, h is the speech
recognition result, and h0 is the result of the ASRPC module
that implements the proposed technique (see Fig. 6):

T = FOOD_ORDER_CONFIRMATION
U = one curry salad
h = one (0.8982) error (0.6950) curry (0.5982) salad

(0.8059)
h0 = one (0.8982) curry (0.5982) salad (0.8059)

The inserted word ‘error’ caused the concept ERROR to be
in the obtained syntactic–semantic pattern: sspINPUT =
NUMBER ERROR INGREDIENT FOOD. The tech-
nique selects the learnt pattern: NUMBER INGREDI-
ENT FOOD as the most similar pattern to sspINPUT, and
uses it for correction, discarding the concept ERROR at
the pattern alignment step.

Regarding word substitutions, the correction requires
on the one hand that the technique correctly replaces the
incorrect concepts that appear in sspINPUT because of the
substituted words (assuming that the words are keywords).
The replacement can be observed in the following example:

T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nine one two three four five six seven eight
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h = gimme (0.4982) one (0.6950) two (0.5982) three
(0.6059) four (0.8691) five (0.6892) six (0.5723) seven
(0.5211) eight (0.8561)

h0 = nine (1.0000) one (0.6950) two (0.5982) three
(0.6059) four (0.8691) five (0.6892) six (0.5723)
seven (0.5211) eight (0.8561)

We can see that the uttered word ‘nine’ was substituted by
the word ‘gimme’. Hence, sspINPUT = DESIRE NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER. The technique selects the learnt
pattern: NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
as the most similar learnt pattern to sspINPUT. At the pat-
tern matching step it replaces the concept DESIRE with
the concept NUMBER, thus correcting the incorrect con-
cept. On the other hand, the correction requires that the
technique finds the appropriate candidate word to replace
the incorrect word. This is the case in the example, as the
technique searches in the word-class NUMBER for a can-
didate for the word ‘gimme’ and finds the word ‘nine’,
which is the word uttered by the user.

If the error substitutes a word with another word and
both words are keywords in the same word-class, there is
no conceptual correction. This is the case, for example, if
the user utters the sentence ‘‘two ham sandwiches” and it
is recognised as ‘‘one ham sandwiches”, where ‘two’ and
‘one’ are keywords in the word-class NUMBER. In this
case the correction is successful only if it is successful at
the linguistic level.

There is no conceptual correction if the error substitutes
a non-keyword with another non-keyword. This happens,
for example, if the utterance ‘‘please two ham sandwiches
and two beers” is recognised as ‘‘uhm two ham sandwiches
uhm two beers”. The conceptual correction fails as there is
no change in the sequence of concepts obtained from the
utterance.

The technique cannot correct word deletion errors. By
carrying out a comparison with the learnt patterns, it can
detect that one or more concepts are missing in sspINPUT

because of the deletion, but it cannot decide the words to
fill in the gaps because there are no words that can be used
as candidates for the search (given that these words have
been deleted). This problem can be observed in the follow-
ing example:
T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nine five eight three two zero three one seven
h = nine (0.6450) five (0.7941) eight (0.6019) three

(0.4002) zero (0.4735) three (0.8998) one (0.8647)
seven (0.6953)

h0 = nine (0.6450) five (0.7941) eight (0.6019) three
(0.4002) zero (0.4735) three (0.8998) one (0.8647)
seven (0.6953)

We can see that the uttered word ‘two’ was deleted.
Hence, sspINPUT = NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER.
The technique selects the pattern: NUMBER NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
NUMBER NUMBER as the most similar learnt pattern
to sspINPUT. At the pattern matching step, the technique
aligns all the concepts in sspINPUT with those in the most
similar pattern. The missing concept in sspINPUT because
of the deleted word has no effect on the matching, and thus
there is no correction.

3.2.4. Advantages of the technique

The technique requires only a small effort in corpus
development if the dialogue corpus needed for training
can be easily collected. This is the case when the dialogue
system is running in a commercial application or in a
research environment, as in these settings it is usually pos-
sible to automatically collect a corpus. If the system is not
running in any of these settings, we must collect the corpus
from the start, or use a corpus that is already available for
the same application domain, perhaps collected using
another dialogue system. Hence, this satisfies only partly
one of our initial goals when developing the technique,
i.e. minimal initial effort in corpus development.

The effort for assigning types (T) to the prompts generated
by a dialogue system is very small, which satisfies one of our
initial goals when developing the technique: easy application
to different tasks. Using grammatical rules instead of statis-
tical information for the correction at the linguistic level, sat-
isfies another of our initial goals: minimal requirements for
training data. The simple algorithms discussed in Section
3.2 make it easy to set up the technique, which satisfies
another initial goal: easy implementation.

The technique learns very rapidly from the training
data. This happens because the syntactic–semantic struc-
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ture of the sentences used for training is represented by
means of patterns comprised of word-classes. This kind
of pattern allows us to generalise knowledge obtained from
the training, and to apply it to cases not observed in the
training (Ward and Issar, 1996).

The technique is robust against some spontaneous
speech phenomena. For example, it can handle hesitations
(e.g. ‘uhm’) typically uttered by users when they are think-
ing what to say next in the dialogue. This happens because
hesitations are not keywords, and thus they do not affect
the sequence of concepts obtained from the analysis of
the sentence. For example, if the user utters either
‘‘uhm . . .one ham sandwich” or ‘‘one ham sandwich”,
sspINPUT is: NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD.

The technique is also robust against repeated words typ-
ically uttered in spontaneous speech, provided that this
phenomenon is observed in the training dialogue corpus.
For example, if the sentence ‘‘one . . .uhm . . .one . . .ham
sandwich” is in this corpus, the technique learns the syntac-
tic–semantic pattern: ssp = NUMBER NUMBER
INGREDIENT FOOD. In this way, if a user utters the
sentence ‘‘two . . .uhm . . . two vegetarian salads please”,
sspINPUT is: NUMBER NUMBER INGREDIENT
FOOD, and thus the technique does not make any correc-
tion at the pattern matching step. Note that this pattern is
also useful for the changes of mind typical of spontaneous
speech, where the user corrects data as he speaks. This phe-
nomenon can be observed in the following example:
‘‘one . . .uhm . . .well . . .uhm . . . two ham sandwiches
please”. For this sentence, sspINPUT is also: NUMBER
NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD, and thus the technique
does not make any correction at the pattern matching step.

The effect of partially uttered words, also typical of
spontaneous speech, depends on the kind of speech recog-
nition error they cause. If by chance these words cause a
kind of error observed in the training, the error may be cor-
rected. For example, let us suppose that the user utters the
sentence ‘‘I would like one sm . . . small beer please”, where
he partially utters the word ‘small’. If the recognition result
is e.g. ‘‘I would like one is small beer please” the error can
be corrected as sspINPUT would be: DESIRE NUMBER
SIZE DRINK, which is observed in the training. The tech-
nique would discard the word ‘is’ as it is not a keyword.
The technique would also be successful if the recognition
result was: ‘‘I would like one s small beer please”. For this
input sspINPUT would be: DESIRE NUMBER LETTER
SIZE DRINK, given that the word ‘s’ is the LETTER
word-class. As the most similar learnt pattern to the input
pattern would be: DESIRE NUMBER SIZE DRINK, the
result of the pattern alignment would be the removal of the
LETTER concept, and thus the error would be corrected as
the word ‘s’ would be discarded.

It is possible to think of cases where the technique would
fail when dealing with partially uttered words. For exam-
ple, the user could utter the sentence ‘‘one ve . . .uhm one
curry salad please” where he changes his mind, leaving
the word ‘vegetarian’ partially uttered. The recognition
result for this utterance could be e.g. ‘‘one beer and one
curry salad please” and thus sspINPUT would be: NUM-
BER DRINK NUMBER INGREDIENT FOOD. As this
pattern is observed in the training, there would be no cor-
rection at the pattern matching step and the error would
remain uncorrected.
4. Experiments

The goal of the experiments was to test the effect of the
proposed technique on the performance of the Saplen sys-
tem. To do this we compared evaluation results obtained
with two speech recognition front-ends:

(i) The standard HTK-based speech recogniser of the
Saplen system (baseline).

(ii) The enhanced speech recogniser shown in Fig. 6,
which employs the ASRPC (ASR Post-Correction)
module that implements the proposed technique.

In the figure T denotes the current prompt type of the
dialogue system, X represents the set of word-classes, R is
the set of grammatical rules, a is the set of syntactic–seman-
tic models, b is the set of lexical models, and t is the simi-
larity threshold. The input to the ASRPC module was a
recognition result provided by the speech recogniser:
h = w1cs1 w2cs2 � � �wncsn, where the wi’s represent words
and the csi’s confidence scores. The output of the module
was another speech recognition result: h0 ¼ w01cs01 w02cs02 � � �
w0mcs0m, where some words and confidence scores may be
changed.

The performance of the HTK-based recogniser and the
ASRPC module was saved in log files for evaluation pur-
poses. Each entry in these files contained the transcription
of each utterance, the speech recognition result (h), the
result of the ASRPC module6 (h0), and a tag indicating
whether the speech recognition result was correctly under-
stood by the Saplen system.
4.1. Evaluation measures

Experimental results were obtained in terms of word
accuracy (WA), speech understanding (SU), implicit recov-
ery (IR) and task completion (TC) (Danieli and Gerbino,
1995). WA is the proportion of correctly recognised words.
It was computed as the percentage WA = (wt � wi � ws �
wd) � 100/wt, where wt is the total number of words in
the analysed sentences, and wi, ws and wd are the numbers
of words inserted, substituted and deleted by the speech
recogniser of the Saplen system, respectively.

Sentence understanding (SU) is the proportion of sen-
tences correctly understood by the Saplen system as it
interacted with the user simulator (see Fig. 7). It was com-
puted as the percentage SU = Su � 100/St, where Su is the
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number of analysed sentences where the semantic represen-
tation obtained by the system was completely correct (i.e. it
was exactly the same as the correct semantic representa-
tion) and St is the total number of sentences analysed.

The semantic analyser of the Saplen system is robust
against some kinds of recognition error, which enabled it
to correctly understand some sentences even though some
words were misrecognised. Implicit recovery (IR) is the
proportion of incorrectly recognised sentences that were
correctly understood by the system. It was computed as
the percentage IR = Su � 100/Se, where Su is the number
of analysed sentences in which the obtained semantic rep-
resentation was completely correct, and Se is the number
of incorrectly recognised sentences.

Task completion (TC) is the proportion of successful
dialogues, i.e. the percentage of dialogues that ended with
the achivement of all the goals in the scenario used for each
dialogue simulation (see Fig. 8). It was computed as the
percentage TC = Dc � 100/Dt, where Dc is the number of
successful dialogues and Dt is the total number of dia-
logues. As will be discussed in the following section, the
user simulator cancelled the interaction with the dialogue
system if the dialogue became too long due to system mal-
function. Cancelled dialogues were not considered success-
ful and thus decreased the TC rate.

4.2. Interaction between the Saplen system and the user

simulator

The Saplen system was developed in a previous study to
answer Spanish telephone-based orders and queries by cli-
ents of fast food restaurants (López-Cózar et al., 1997). To
develop the system we collected a dialogue corpus in a fast
food restaurant that contains about 800 recorded dialogues
in Spanish involving conversations between clients and res-
taurant assistants (López-Cózar et al., 1998). These dia-
logues contain product orders, telephone numbers, postal
codes, addresses, queries, confirmations, greetings and
other types of sentence. The dialogues were transcribed,
labelled and analysed to include tags regarding the speak-
ers (clients and restaurant assistants), sentence types,
semantic information of sentences and other kinds of infor-
mation. From this corpus we created the Saplen corpus
which contains 5500 client utterances and about 2000 dif-
ferent words. It also contains the utterance transcriptions
and the semantic representations of the utterances stored
as frames (Allen, 1995). We have used this corpus for pre-
vious studies (e.g. López-Cózar et al., 2003; López-Cózar
and Callejas, 2005).

In a previous study we developed a user simulator the
purpose of which is to interact automatically with a dia-
logue system to obtain a dialogue corpus suitable for test-
ing purposes (López-Cózar et al., 2003). The most recent
version of the simulator supports three different types of
user: very cooperative, cooperative and not very coopera-
tive, in order to simulate a wider variety of user inputs
(López-Cózar et al., 2006). When simulating a very cooper-
ative user, the simulator always provides the type of data
the system asks for, and when the system prompts to con-
firm data, it always answers an appropriate affirmative or a
negative confirmation. When simulating a cooperative
user, the simulator always provides the type of data the sys-
tem asks for, and when the system prompts to confirm
data, it sometimes answers an appropriate affirmative or
a negative confirmation, and in other cases it repeats the
data being confirmed. When simulating a not very cooper-
ative user, the simulator selects randomly the type of data it
provides when the dialogue system asks for a particular
data, and when the system prompts to confirm data it
behaves as a cooperative user. Fig. 7 shows the connection
between the user simulator and the Saplen system (the
speech synthesiser is not shown as it is not used in these
experiments).

The user simulator receives the current prompt gener-
ated by the dialogue system as well as the semantic repre-
sentation obtained by the system from the analysis of the
previous simulator’s response. Therefore, the semantic rep-
resentation can be affected by recognition and understand-
ing errors similarly as if the simulator response had been
uttered by a real user. To interact with the dialogue system
the user simulator employs a set of scenarios that indicate
the goals it must try to achieve during the interaction. For
example, the scenario shown in Fig. 8 indicates that the
simulator must order initially ‘‘one large cola” and ‘‘one
ham sandwich”. When the system prompts for additions
to the order, it must order ‘‘one green salad”. The scenario
goals are semantic representations (frames) of utterances in
the corpus.
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# the user telephone number

[ <TELEPHONE_NUMBER> = ”958122345” ]

# the user postal code

[ <POSTAL_CODE> = ”18001” ]

# the user address

[ <ADDR_TYPE> = ”STREET”,
<ADDR_NAME> = ”ACERA DE CANASTEROS”,
<ADDR_NUMBER> = ”1”,
<ADDR_FLOOR> = ”THIRD”,
<ADDR_LETTER> = ”E” ]

# the user wants to order one large cola and one 
ham sandwich

[<AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<DRINK> = ”COLA”,
<SIZE> = ”LARGE”
<AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<FOOD> = ”SANDWICH”,
<INGREDIENTS> = ”HAM” ]

# the user wants to order a green salad

[ <AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<FOOD> = ”SALAD”,
<INGREDIENTS> = ”GREEN” ]

# the user telephone number

[ <TELEPHONE_NUMBER> = ”958122345” ]

# the user postal code

[ <POSTAL_CODE> = ”18001” ]

# the user address

[ <ADDR_TYPE> = ”STREET”,
<ADDR_NAME> = ”ACERA DE CANASTEROS”,
<ADDR_NUMBER> = ”1”,
<ADDR_FLOOR> = ”THIRD”,
<ADDR_LETTER> = ”E” ]

# the user wants to order one large cola and one 
ham sandwich

[<AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<DRINK> = ”COLA”,
<SIZE> = ”LARGE”
<AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<FOOD> = ”SANDWICH”,
<INGREDIENTS> = ”HAM” ]

# the user wants to order a green salad

[ <AMOUNT> = ”1”,
<FOOD> = ”SALAD”,
<INGREDIENTS> = ”GREEN” ]

Fig. 8. A sample scenario for the user simulator.
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When the system prompts for the user’s telephone
number, postal code or address, the user simulator
employs the telephone number, postal code and address
in the scenario. When the appropriate scenario goal, e.g.
<POSTAL_CODE> = ‘‘18001”, is selected to answer a
system prompt, the simulator selects at random7 any utter-
ance in the corpus (voice samples file) the semantic repre-
sentation of which matches the selected goal, for example
‘‘my postal code is 18001”. This utterance is the input for
the dialogue system’s HTK-based speech recogniser, as can
be observed in Fig. 7. The dialogues generated in the sys-
tem–simulator interaction are stored in log files for evalua-
7 To employ all the utterances available in the corpus, the simulator first
selects utterances that have not been used. When all have been used, it
selects those least used, which helps to employ all the possible utterances
approximately the same number of times.
tion purposes, including the system prompt, the prompt
type (T), the user simulator’s response (utterance transcrip-
tion) and the speech recognition result. The simulator
employs an interactionLimit parameter to cancel the dialogue
with the dialogue system if the total number of interactions
(i.e. of system plus user simulator) exceeds a threshold set
to 30 interactions. The value of this parameter was decided
considering the complexity of the scenarios employed for
the interaction. Below is a sample dialogue (translated
from Spanish into English) between the system and the
user simulator behaving as a not very cooperative user.

(1) Saplen: Good evening, welcome to our restaurant.
This is our automatic telephone service system. We
inform you that the minimum price for the home
delivery service is six euros. Please speak after the
tone. What would you like to have?
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T ¼ ANYTHING TO ORDER

(2) User simulator: Acera de Canasteros Street, number
one, third floor, letter e [Recognition result: cherry
(1.0000) make (0.5997) an (0.0718) order (0.718) of
(0.6070) elm (0.4084)].

(3) Saplen: I’m sorry, I didn’t understand. You can order
products or ask for information. How may I help
you?

T ¼ ORDER OR INFORMATION

(4) User simulator: one large cola and one ham sandwich
[Recognition result: one (0.7991) large (0.9785) cola
(0.4997) and (0.4871) one (0.4942) ham (0.6591) sand-
wich (0.6781)].

(5) Saplen: OK. One large cola and one ham sandwich.
Would you like anything else?

T ¼ ANYTHING TO ORDER

(6) User simulator: one green salad [Recognition result:
one (0.8564) green (0.8564) salad (0.5864)].

(7) Saplen: OK. Please say your telephone number.

T ¼ TELEPHONE NUMBER

(8) User simulator: 9 5 8 12 23 45 [Recognition result:
eighteen (1.0000) zero (0.8354) zero (0.6923) seven
(0.4999) forty-five (0.3870)].

(9) Saplen: I need to confirm your telephone number.
Did you say 18, 0, 0, 7, 45?

T ¼ TELEPHONE CONFIRMATION

(10) User simulator: 9 5 8 12 23 45 [Recognition result:
seventy-eight (0.5025) twelve (0.7002) seventy-five
(0.6698)].

(11) Saplen: OK. Telephone number 78, 12, 75. Please say
your postal code

T ¼ POSTAL CODE

(12) User simulator: This is incorrect [Recognition result:
this (0.4048) is (0.6992) incorrect (1.0000)].

(13) Saplen: OK. Please say your telephone number again.

T ¼ TELEPHONE NUMBER

(14) User simulator: 9 5 8 12 23 45 [Recognition result:
nine (0.9390) five (0.9581) eight (0.3919) twelve
(0.6750) twenty-three (0.7848) forty-five (0.9816)].

(15) Saplen: I must confirm your telephone number again.
Did you say 9, 5, 8, 12, 23, 45?

T ¼ TELEPHONE CONFIRMATION

(16) User simulator: 9 5 8 12 23 45 [Recognition result:
nine (0.7835) five (0.8273) eight (0.8471) twelve
(0.9849) twenty-three (0.6084) forty-five (0.8481)].

(17) Saplen: OK. Telephone number 9, 5, 8, 12, 23, 45.
Please say your postal code

T ¼ POSTAL CODE
(18) User simulator: 18 0 0 1 [Recognition result: eighteen
(0.7984) zero (1.0000) zero (1.0000) one (0.5048)].

(19) Saplen: OK. Postal code number 18, 0, 0, 1. Please
say your address, for example, Elm street, number
13, first floor, letter e

T ¼ ADDRESS

(20) User simulator: Acera de Canasteros street, number
one, third floor, letter e [Recognition result: acera-
de-canasteros (1.0000) street (1.000) ice (0.3046) error
(0.3046) twelve (1.0000) beer (0.1862)].

(21) Saplen: I have to confirm the building number. I
think you said 12. Is this correct?

T ¼ BUILDING NUMBER

(22) User simulator: one [Recognition result: two
(0.4223)].

(23) Saplen: I have to confirm the building number again.
Did you say 2?

T ¼ BUILDING NUMBER CONFIRMATION

(24) User simulator: one [Recognition result: one
(0.5891)].

(25) Saplen: OK. Number one. Please say the floor of the
apartment

T ¼ APARTMENT FLOOR

(26) User simulator: third [Recognition result: first
(0.8012)].

(27) Saplen: OK. First floor. Please say the apartment
letter

T ¼ APARTMENT LETTER

(28) User simulator: This is incorrect [Recognition result:
this (0.5091) is (0.9892) incorrect (0.7432].

(29) Saplen: OK. Please say the floor again

T ¼ APARTMENT FLOOR

*** INTERACTION LIMIT (30) REACHED, DIALOGUE
CANCELLED BY USER SIMULATOR ***

Employing this kind of dialogue we aim to simulate real
dialogues in which the users sometimes utter sentences that
do not match the current prompt of the dialogue system, as
can be observed in the following interaction:

(1) Human operator: Good evening, welcome to our res-
taurant. What would you like to have?

(2) User: one ham sandwich and one large beer please.
(3) Human operator: Anything else?
(4) User: no, thanks.
(5) Human operator: What is your telephone number?
(6) User: well, uhm. . . I think I’d better have one small

beer instead of one large beer.
(7) Human operator: OK, small beer. Telephone number,

please?
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Turn (6) of this example would not be recognised if at
this dialogue state the system used a prompt-dependent
language model trained from telephone numbers only.
Hence, it is important to use wide coverage grammars that
allow the system, in principle, to recognise any kind of sen-
tence permitted in the application domain, regardless of the
current prompt of the dialogue system. The problem is that
these grammars are more complex, and the vocabulary
active at each dialogue state is much larger, which tends
to markedly increase speech recognition errors.
4.3. The speech database and test scenarios for the user
simulator

We used two separate utterance corpora, one for train-
ing and the other for testing, that we employed in a previ-
ous study (López-Cózar et al., 2003). Both disjunct corpora
were created using the Saplen corpus discussed in the pre-
vious section, selecting utterances at random among the 18
types shown in Table 4. Each corpus included the tran-
scriptions of the utterances as well as their corresponding
semantic representations.

We compiled one prompt-independent language model
(word bigram) from the 2750 training sentences to enable
the recognition of the 18 sentence types set out in Table
4. In theory, this language model would provide users with
a more natural interaction as they could utter any of the 18
sentence types at any moment in the dialogue, regardless of
the current prompt generated by the system. However, we
observed in previous experiments that using such a gram-
mar degraded the word accuracy given that the vocabulary
was large and there were many possible sentences to be
considered during the analysis of each utterance. This
Table 4
Utterance corpora used for training and testing

Sentence type Number of training
utterances

Number of test
utterances

Product order 250 250
Telephone

number
250 250

Postal code 250 250
Address 250 250
Query 125 125
Confirmation 125 125
Number 125 125
Food name 125 125
Ingredient 125 125
Drink name 125 125
Size 125 125
Taste 125 125
Temperature 125 125
Street name 125 125
Building number 125 125
Building floor 125 125
Apartment letter 125 125
Error indication 125 125

Total 2750 2750
problem motivated the proposed technique, which is
intended to increase word accuracy when such a language
model is used.

Employing the test utterance corpus we automatically
created 400 different scenarios similar to that shown in
Fig. 8. To do this we used the semantic representations
of the 250 product orders, telephone numbers, postal codes
and addresses in this corpus. Each scenario contained one
product order, which was created by means of the random
combination of 1–3 semantic representations of product
orders. The scenario also contained the semantic represen-
tation of one telephone number, one postal code and one
address, also selected at random. To carry out the experi-
ments the scenario corpus was divided into two separate
scenario corpora, which we called ScenariosA (300 scenar-
ios) and ScenariosB (100 scenarios).
4.4. Experiments to decide the requirements on training

corpus

We initially carried out additional experiments to decide
the appropriate number of dialogues that enabled the syn-
tactic–semantic and lexical models to obtain the maximum
amount of information from the training. We employed the
Saplen system and the user simulator and increased the
number of automatically generated dialogues until we did
not observe any change in the amount of learnt informa-
tion, nor in terms of syntactic–semantic patterns in the a
set, nor in terms of lexical confusions in the b set. Table
5 shows the results obtained.

It can be observed that the number of syntactic–seman-
tic patterns and lexical confusions increased with the num-
ber of generated dialogues until it reached a threshold. The
maximum number of patterns (175) was obtained for 750
generated dialogues, whereas the highest number of lexical
confusions (1042) was achieved for 900 dialogues. Hence,
we assumed that 900 was the optimum number of dialogues
that needed to be generated.
4.5. Experiments with the baseline system

In these experiments we employed the original HTK-
based speech recogniser of the Saplen system only. Hence,
the recognition results that were the input to the semantic
analyser of the system were not corrected by the ASRPC
Table 5
Progress of learnt information as the size of training corpus increases

Number of
dialogues

Number of patterns
in a

Number of lexical confusions
in b

150 146 408
300 161 551
450 167 684
600 172 763
750 175 908
900 175 1042
1050 175 1042



Table 6
Average evaluation results (%) of the baseline system

Dialogue corpus WA SU IR TC

DialoguesA1 76.12 54.71 9.19 24.51

Table 7
Average evaluation results (%) employing the proposed technique

Dialogue corpus WA SU IR TC

DialoguesA1 84.62 71.25 13.20 68.32
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module. Employing ScenariosA and the user simulator we
generated a corpus of 900 dialogues that we called Dia-
loguesA1. To create these dialogues the simulator used each
scenario 3 times, behaving as a very cooperative user, a
cooperative user, and a not very cooperative user.
Table 6 sets out the average results obtained from the anal-
ysis of this dialogue corpus.

The low WA rate shows the problems of the speech rec-
ogniser in correctly analysing the utterances. These prob-
lems affected the other evaluation measures, which were
very low. Observing the created log files (see Fig. 6) we
found that in some cases the recognition results were incor-
rect but similar to the input utterances. For example, ‘‘una
cerveza grande” (one large beer) was recognised as: ‘‘una
cerveza grandes”, which was correctly understood by the
system because of its implicit recovery ability. We found
that 9.19% of the incorrectly recognised sentences were cor-
rectly understood by the system due to this reason. In other
cases, the recognition results were completely different to
the utterances and it was impossible for the system to
implicitly recover the errors. For example, the address:
‘‘calle Acera de Canasteros numero uno, tercero, letra e”

(Acerca de Canasteros Street, number one, third foor, let-
ter e) was recognised as: ‘‘e de cereza hacer un pedido nece-
sito de bazan” (e of cherry order I need of bazan).

4.6. Experiments with the proposed technique

4.6.1. Creation of the elements for applying the technique

In accordance with Section 3.1.1, we created a set of
word-classes X = {K1,K2, . . . ,K21} by re-using the 21
word-classes available from a previous study (López-Cózar
and Callejas, 2005). These classes were the same word-clas-
ses used by the semantic analyser of the Saplen system.
According to Section 3.1.2, we created a set of grammatical
rules that contained three rules to check number corre-
spondences in food and drink orders uttered in Spanish.
To create the sets of syntactic–semantic and lexical models,
as discussed in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, we used Dia-

loguesA1 and obtained a = {SSMTi} and b = {LMTi},
i = 1, . . . , 43 (43 is the number of different prompt types
generated by the Saplen system).

4.6.2. Decision on the optimal value for the similarity

threshold

To decide the best value for the similarity threshold t

discussed in Section 3.2.1, we carried out side experiments
testing six different values: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. We
used ScenariosB (100 dialogues) and employing the user
simulator we generated six dialogue corpora, one per value
of t. The user simulator employed each scenario 3 times,
simulating very cooperative, cooperative and not very
cooperative users. Hence, each corpus contained 300 dia-
logues. The Saplen system used the ASRPC module during
this corpora generation, employing the a and b sets created
as discussed in the previous section. Analysis of the 6 cor-
pora showed that the best performance of the system was
achieved when t = 0.5.

4.6.3. Using the proposed technique with the optimal value of

the similarity threshold

In these experiments the output of the HTK-based
speech recogniser was processed by the ASRPC module
(see Fig. 6). The similarity threshold was set to the optimal
value: t = 0.5. We used again ScenariosA (300 scenarios)
and employing the user simulator we generated 900 dia-
logues, which we called DialoguesA2. As in the previous
experiments, each scenario was used three times, one per
user type. Table 7 shows the average results obtained from
the analysis of this dialogue corpus.

Analysis of the log files showed that the ASRPC module
was successful in correcting some erroneous recognition
results. Table 8 shows some examples of these corrections,
where T = prompt type of the Saplen system, U = user
utterance, h = speech recognition result, and h0 = result of
the ASRPC module. The corrections were carried out by
replacing or discarding words in h.

The technique worked very well for correcting errors in
affirmative or negative confirmations. This happened
because the speech recogniser usually substituted the word
‘si’ (yes) employed in many affirmative confirmations by
the word ‘seis’ (six), especially when ‘si’ was uttered by
speakers with strong southern Spanish accents. These users
generally omitted the final ‘s’ of words, thus making ‘seis’
to be acoustically very similar to ‘si’. Also because of these
accents, the recogniser usually substituted the word ‘no’ by
the word ‘dos’. The ASRPC module corrected both kinds
of error by replacing the concept NUMBER with the con-
cept CONFIRMATION, and then selecting the most likely
word in the latter concept given the word ‘seis’ (in affirma-
tive confirmations) or ‘dos’ (in negative confirmations).

The technique also corrected many incorrectly recogni-
sed product orders. For example, ‘‘dos fantas grandes de
limon” (two large lemon fantas) was recognised as ‘‘uno
fantas grandes de limon” (one large lemon fantas) because
of the acoustic similarity between ‘dos’ en ‘uno’ when
uttered by strongly accented speakers. The ASRPC module
repaired the error doing no corrections at the statistical
level, and replacing ‘uno’ with ‘dos’ at the linguistic level.
In other cases the correction was carried out at the statisti-
cal level. For example, ‘‘una ensalada de curry” (one curry
salad) was recognised as ‘‘una error ensalada de curry”



Table 8
Examples of successful corrections of speech recognition errors (in Spanish)

T = PRODUCT_ORDER
U = dos fantas grandes de limon
h = uno (0.5954) fantas (1.0000) grandes (0.8987) de (0.9011) limon (1.0000)
h0 = dos (1.0000) fantas (1.0000) grandes (0.8987) de (0.9011) limon (1.0000)

T = POSTAL_CODE
U = dieciocho cero cero uno

h = dieciocho (1.0000) cero (1.0000) cero (1.000) pavo (0.3000)
h0 = dieciocho (1.0000) cero (1.0000) cero (1.000) uno (1.0000)

T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = plaza alonso cano numero dieciocho cuarto letra a
h = plaza (0.8000) alonso (1.0000) cano (1.0000) normal (0.4000) dieciocho (1.0000) cuarto (0.5000) letra (0.6358) a (0.64320)
h0 = plaza (0.8000) alonso (1.0000) cano (1.0000) numero (0.4000) dieciocho (1.0000) cuarto (0.5000) letra (0.6358) a (0.64320)

T = ANYTHING_TO_DRINK
U = no

h = dos (0.4233)
h0 = no (1.0000)

T = TELEPHONE_CONFIRMATION
U = nueve cinco ocho sesenta setenta ochentinueve
h = nueve (0.3999) cinco (1.0000) kas (1.0000) sesenta (1.0000) setenta (1.0000) ochentinueve (1.0000)
h0 = nueve (0.3999) cinco (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) sesenta (1.0000) setenta (1.0000) ochentinueve (1.0000)

T = FOOD_ORDER_CONFIRMATION
U = una ensalada de curry
h = una (0.8982) error (0.6950) ensalada (0.5982) de (0.5969) curry (0.8059)
h0 = una (0.8982) ensalada (0.5982) de (0.5969) curry (0.8059)

T = TELEPHONE_CONFIRMATION
U = si

h = seis (0.8623)
h0 = si (1.0000)

T = TELEPHONE_CONFIRMATION
U = nueve cinco ocho veintiuno catorce dieciocho
h = dame (0.8562) cinco (0.9632) ocho (.0856) veintiuno (0.1000) catorce (0.1000) dieciocho (0.9854)
h0 =nueve (1.0000) cinco (0.9632) ocho (.0856) veintiuno (0.1000) catorce (0.1000) dieciocho (0.9854)

T = ADDRESS
U = calle almona del boquerón numero cinco segundo letra h

h = calle (1.0000) almona (1.0000) del (1.0000) boqueron (1.0000) error (0.5003) cinco (0.9000) segundo (0.6002) cero (0.7995)
h0 = calle (1.0000) almona (1.0000) del (1.0000) boqueron (1.0000) numero (1.0000) cinco (0.9000) segundo (0.6002) h (1.0000)

T = ADDRESS
U = calle arandas numero ocho primero letra c
h = calle (0.4014) arandas (1.0000) normal (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) primera (0.6998) letra (0.7145) c (0.8510)
h0 = calle (0.4014) arandas (1.0000) numero (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) primera (0.6998) letra (0.7145) c (0.8510)

8 In this sentence in Spanish, the word ‘floor’ was implicit after the word
‘second’, i.e. the data for the system was ‘second floor’.
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(one mistake curry salad). The error correction was carried
out by discarding the word in the concept ERROR
(‘error’).

The technique was also able to correct some misrecogn-
ised telephone numbers. For example, ‘‘nueve cinco ocho
veintiuno catorce dieciocho” (nine five eight twenty-one
fourteen eighteen) was recognised as ‘‘dame cinco ocho
veintiuno catorce dieciocho” (gimme five eight twenty-
one fourteen eighteen) because of the acoustic similarity
between ‘nueve’ and ‘dame’. The ASRPC module corrected
the error by replacing the concept DESIRE with the con-
cept NUMBER, and selecting the most likely word in the
latter concept (‘nueve’) given the word ‘dame’.

The technique was also useful in repairing some misrec-
ognised postal codes. For example, ‘‘dieciocho cero cero
uno” (eighteen zero zero one) was recognised as ‘‘dieciocho
cero cero pavo” (eighteen zero zero turkey). This error was
corrected by replacing the concept INGREDIENT with
the concept NUMBER, and selecting the most likely word
in the latter concept (‘uno’) given the word ‘pavo’.

The ASRPC module was also successful in correcting
some incorrectly recognised addresses. For example, ‘‘calle
almona del boquerón numero cinco segundo letra h”

(almona del boqueron street number five second8 letter h)
was recognised as ‘‘calle almona del boqueron error cinco
segundo cero” (almona del boqueron street error five
second zero). The error was corrected by making a double
repair. First, replacing the concept ERROR with the



Table 9
Average evaluation results (%) obtained by changing the strategy to select
the syntactic–semantic model

Dialogue corpus WA SU IR TC

DialoguesA3 (using a only) 80.15 61.67 9.57 39.78
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concept NUMBER_ID, and selecting the most likely word
in the latter concept (‘numero’) given the word ‘error’. Sec-
ond, replacing the concept NUMBER with the concept
LETTER, and selecting the most likely word in the latter
concept (‘h’) given the word ‘zero’.
DialoguesA4 (using SSMT if possible,
otherwise use a)

82.26 66.84 12.15 55.35

Table 10
4.6.4. Advantage of using contextual syntactic–semantic

models (SSMT’s)

The goal of this experiment was to check whether using
different SSMT’s, and if needed a = {SSMTi} as a fallback
strategy, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, was preferable to the
two following alternative strategies:

(i) use a only, without first checking the prompt-depen-
dent SSMT’s;

(ii) use SSMT, and if the pattern is not found there use a
as a fallback strategy, but without considering9 the
similarity threshold t.

The a set was created with DialoguesA1 in Section 4.6.3,
and the similarity threshold was set to the optimal value,
t = 0.5. We first changed slightly the behaviour of the
ASRPC module so that it worked in accordance with the
procedure described in (i). We used again ScenariosA

(300 scenarios) and the user simulator to generate a corpus
of 900 dialogues, which we called DialoguesA3 (each sce-
nario was used three times, one per user type). Next we
changed again the behaviour of the ASRPC module so that
it now worked in accordance with the procedure described
in (ii). We used again ScenariosA and the user simulator
and generated another corpus of 900 dialogues, which we
called DialoguesA4 (each scenario was used three times,
one per user type). Therefore, DialoguesA1, DialoguesA3

and DialoguesA4 were created using the same scenarios
and were comprised of the same number of dialogues, the
only difference being in the strategy for selecting the syntac-
tic–semantic model to be used. Table 9 shows the average
results obtained from the analysis of DialoguesA3 and
DialoguesA4.

Analysis of the log files showed that the error correction
in confirmations was very much affected by the strategy
employed to select the correction model (either SSMT or
a). This selection had a considerable effect on dialogue suc-
cess because correctly recognising confirmations is critical
for the dialogue. If we always used SSMT to correct errors
in confirmations, the correction was in many cases success-
ful. On the other hand, if we always used a the correction
was mostly incorrect. This happened because the pattern
comprised of just the concept NUMBER (i.e. ssp = NUM-
BER) was in a. Therefore, if the answer to a confirmation
prompt was ‘si’ (yes) and it was incorrectly recognised as
‘seis’ (six), the input pattern obtained from the recognition
9 Note that the proposed strategy takes into account the similarity
threshold t. The fallback strategy, i.e. use of the a set, is employed only if
no patterns are found in SSMT similar to the input pattern with similarity

value greater than t.
result was: ssp = NUMBER, which matched one pattern in
a. Hence, the algorithm for error correction did not make
any correction at the pattern matching step and the recog-
nition result remained uncorrected. If we compare Tables 9
and 7 it follows that the best strategy for selecting the
model for the conceptual correction (either SSMT or a) is
the one proposed in this paper, which makes the decision
considering the similarity threshold.
4.6.5. Advantage of using contextual lexical models (LMT’s)

Analogously to the previous section, the goal of this
experiment was to check whether using different LMT’s
and if needed b = {LMTi} as a fallback strategy, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2, was preferable to using b only.
To carry out the experiment we used the b set created with
DialoguesA1 in Section 4.6.3. Similarly as we did in the pre-
vious section, we changed slightly the behaviour of the
ASRPC module in accordance with the new strategy, i.e.
use b always instead of different LMT’s. We employed
again ScenariosA (300 scenarios) and the user simulator
and generated a corpus of 900 dialogues, which we called
DialoguesA5 (each scenario was used three times, one per
user type). Therefore, DialoguesA1 and DialoguesA5 were
obtained using the same scenarios and were comprised of
the same number of dialogues, the only difference being
in the use of b. Table 10 shows the average results obtained
from the analysis of DialoguesA5.

These results are lower than those shown in Table 7,
which indicates that using the lexical information (word
confusions) associated with each prompt type T (LMT)
for correction is better than using all the lexical informa-
tion in the application domain regardless of the prompt
type. This happens because the confusion probabilities of
words are not the same in the LMT’s and in b, and these
differences are in some cases deterministic in making the
proper correction. For example, in accordance with the b
set used in the experiments, the highest probability of con-
fusing the word ‘error’ with a word in the NUMBER con-
cept is 0.0370, and this word is ‘dieciseis’ (16). However, in
accordance with LMT=PRODUCT_ORDER, the highest prob-
ability of confusing the word ‘error’ with a word in the
Average evaluation results (%) obtained by changing the strategy to select
the lexical model

Dialogue corpus WA SU IR TC

DialoguesA5 (using b only) 81.40 65.61 11.43 60.89
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NUMBER concept is 0.0090, and this word is ‘una’ (one).
Therefore, if in the correction of a recognition result we
assume that the word ‘error’ is incorrect, and we look for
a word in the NUMBER concept, the selected candidate
is ‘dieciseis’ if we consider b, and ‘dos’ if we take into
account LMT=PRODUCT_ORDER. This shows that the lexical
model employed affects the outcome of the correction pro-
cess. If we compare Tables 10 and 7 it follows that the best
strategy to select the model for the lexical correction (either
LMT or b) is the one proposed in this paper, which uses dif-
ferent models to take into account information about word
confusions in different contexts.

5. Limitations of the proposed technique

The technique has several limitations. One is that the sys-
tem designers must provide semantic information about the
application domain in the form of word-classes, and linguis-
tic information in the form of grammatical rules. This is not
Table 11
Examples of unsuccessful corrections of speech recognition errors (in Spanish

T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nueve cinco ocho setenticuatro setenticinco veintiuno

h = nueve (0.5999) cinco (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) setenticuatro (0.8000) sesentic

h0 = nueve (0.5999) cinco (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) setenticuatro (0.8000) sesenti

T = CONFIRM_TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nueve cinco ocho setenticuatro setenticinco veintiuno
h = dame (0.6006) cinco (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) setenticuatro (0.5000) veinticin

h0 = nueve (1.0000) cinco (1.0000) ocho (1.0000) setenticuatro (0.5000) veintici

T = ADDRESS
U = calle acera del triunfo número dos segundo letra a
h = c (0.7983) diez (0.2010) noveno (0.2013) segundo (0.6038) letra (0.6188) a
h0 = c (0.7983) diez (0.2010) noveno (0.2013) segundo (0.6038) letra (0.6188) a

T = FOOD_ORDER
U = ponme una fanta de naranja grande

h = queso (0.1010) de (0.9005) bazan (0.7013) tercera (0.7013)
h0 = queso (0.1010) de (0.9005) bazan (0.7013) tercera (0.7013)

T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nueve cinco ocho tres dos cero tres uno siete
h = nueve (0.6450) cinco (0.7941) ocho (0.6019) queso (0.4002) cero (1.000) tre

h0 = nueve (0.6450) cinco (0.7941) ocho (0.6019) cero (0.5392) tres (0.8998) un

T = TELEPHONE_NUMBER
U = nueve cinco ocho uno tres cinco uno cinco seis

h = nueve (0.7002) cinco (0.9000) chocolate (0.5995) curry (0.6994) trece (0.599
h0 = nueve (0.7002) cinco (0.9000) trece (0.5995)

T = ARDES
U = calle alhóndiga número cuatro

h = queremos (0.5013) de (0.8056) lomo (0.4063) con (0.4063) queso (0.4063)
h0 = queremos (0.5013) de (0.8056) lomo (0.4063) con (0.4063) queso (0.4063)

T = PRODUCT_ORDER
U = quiero una ensalada de gambas

h = quiero (0.5056) una (1.0000) ensalada (0.9012) de (0.9005) manzana (0.692
h0 = quiero (0.5056) una (1.0000) ensalada (0.9012) de (0.9005) manzana (0.69

T = PRODUCT_ORDER
U = quiero una ensalada de gambas

h = de (1.0000) manzana (1.0000) manzana (0.5008)
h0 = de (1.0000) manzana (1.0000) manzana (0.5008)
the case for purely statistical methods, which learn from the
provided training data without requiring additional effort on
the part of the system designers. Another limitation is that
there are cases where the technique fails in correcting errone-
ous recognition results, as observed in Table 11. One failing
case is when the words in the input utterance are substituted
by others and the recognition result is valid in the application
domain. For example, the product order ‘‘quiero una ensala-
da de gambas” (I want one prawn salad) was recognised as
‘‘quiero una ensalada de manzana” (I want an apple salad).
In this case the ASRPC module did not made any correction
because the recognition result was conceptually valid
although it was incorrect. Another example is the telephone
number ‘‘nueve cinco ocho setenticuatro setenticinco vein-
tiuno” (nine five eight seventy-four seventy-five twenty-
one), which was recognised as ‘‘nueve cinco ocho setenticu-
atro sesenticinco veintiuno” (nine five eight seventy-four
sixty-five twenty-one) because of the substitution of ‘seten-
ticinco’ by ‘sesenticinco’. Again, the ASRPC module did
)

inco (0.4000) veintidos (1.0000)
cinco (0.4000) veintidos (1.0000)

co (0.1999) veintiuno (1.0000)
nco (0.1999) veintiuno (1.0000)

(0.6038)
(0.6038)

s (0.8998) uno (1.0000) siete (1.0000)
o (1.0000)

5)

4)
24)
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not make any correction because the obtained telephone
number was conceptually valid although it was
misrecognised.

Another failing case is when the sequence of words in
the input utterance is so distorted by speech recognition
errors that the obtained syntactic–semantic pattern cannot
be corrected. In this case the technique either fails in the
correction or does not make any correction. For example,
the product order ‘‘ponme una fanta de naranja grande” (I
want one large orange fanta) was recognised as ‘‘queso de
bazan tercera” (cheese of bazan third). For this very incor-
rectly recognised sentence the ASRPC did not make any
correction, as it did not find any similar pattern learnt in
the training to make concept replacements.

Another limitation is the well-known problem of out-of-
vocabulary words (OOV), which exists whenever a speech
recogniser is used. All the words uttered by the speakers
who recorded the speech database were included in the dic-
tionary of the Saplen system employed in the experiments.
Hence, there were no OOV problems in the testing of the
technique. However, in a real interaction there may be
OOV words. The effect of these words in the proposed tech-
nique depends on whether these words are keywords or
not, and on the speech recognition errors that they cause.

If the OOV words are not keywords it is not important
for the dialogue system to recognise the words, as they do
not affect the semantics of the sentences. However, the
uttering of these words may cause in-vocabulary words
to be inserted, substituted or deleted in the recognition
results. In terms of speech understanding, there is no prob-
lem if these in-vocabulary words are not keywords as the
concepts in the utterances are not changed. The problem
is when the words are keywords. The performance of the
technique in dealing with in-vocabulary keyword recogni-
tion errors has been discussed in Section 3.2.3.

If the OOV words are keywords it would be important
for the dialogue system to recognise the words, given that
they affect the semantics of the sentences. However, these
words cannot be recognised as they are unknown for the
recogniser, and thus the speech recognition errors they
cause cannot be corrected. This happens because the syn-
tactic–semantic and lexical models obtained from the train-
ing cannot learn any information about these words.
Hence, it is not possible to make either concept or word
replacements to correct the errors. It is impossible as well
to make corrections at the linguistic level given that OOV
words do not appear in the recognition results, and thus
the grammatical rules are not applicable for them.

If we wanted to check the effect of OOV words on the
proposed technique employing our experimental setting,
we could remove some words from the Saplen system’s dic-
tionary, which would now be OOV words. Another
method would be to record new utterances which include
OOV words, and create new scenarios for the user simula-
tor that include as goals the frames associated with these
new utterances. The dialogue system would analyse the
new utterances when the simulator employs the new sce-
narios. In both cases the speech recogniser would face the
problem of unknown words, which would enable recogni-
tion errors to be handled by the technique.

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper has presented a novel technique for ASR
post-correction in spoken dialogue systems that employs
semantic, syntactic, lexical and contextual information.
The semantic and syntactic information is implemented
by means of sets of patterns, which are created from the
analysis of a dialogue corpus. Each set of patterns is
mapped to a prompt type of a spoken dialogue system.
The prompt type represents the contextual information of
the technique, as it determines the kinds of sentence likely
to be uttered by the user at a particular dialogue state. The
lexical information is implemented by means of word con-
fusion probabilities and basic grammatical rules. The con-
fusion probabilities are computed from the analysis of the
dialogue corpus, by aligning utterance transcriptions and
speech recognition results. The grammatical rules are pro-
vided by the system designers and are used to ensure gram-
matical restrictions between specific words. These rules are
necessary to compensate for problems arising from sparse
training data.

The technique presents two main novel contributions to
research. On the one hand, it considers several contexts
where a speech recognition result can be corrected. A sim-
ilarity threshold is used to decide whether the correction
must be carried out in the context associated with the cur-
rent prompt type generated by the dialogue system, or in
another context. The optimal value of this threshold must
be determined experimentally. On the other hand, the tech-
nique deals with the confidence scores of the words
employed for the corrections. We have proposed a simple
method to compute these scores that worked well in the
experiments, but we do not claim that it is optimal.

Experiments to test the technique have been carried out
employing a dialogue system and a user simulator, both
developed in previous studies. The dialogue system used
one prompt-independent language model (word bigram)
for speech recognition, which enabled, in theory, the recog-
nition of any kind of sentence permitted in the application
domain, regardless of the current prompt of the dialogue
system. We observed in previous experiments that this lan-
guage model caused many erroneous recognition results.
Hence, we used the proposed technique to try to correct
some of these errors. We compared two speech recognition
front-ends: (i) the HTK-based speech recogniser of the dia-
logue system (baseline), and (ii) the HTK-based recogniser
and the ASRPC module, which implements the proposed
technique. The results obtained, shown in Table 6 (base-
line) and Table 7 (proposed technique), indicate that the
technique was very useful in correcting speech recognition
errors, as the system’s word accuracy, speech understand-
ing, implicit recovery and task completion rates increased
by 8.5%, 16.54%, 4%, and 44.17%, respectively.
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We also carried out experiments to check the effect on
the correction process of using the contextual information
provided by the system prompt in terms of syntactic–
semantic models (SSMT’s) and lexical models (LMT’s).
Regarding the former models, comparison of Tables 7
and 9 shows that using SSMT’s with a similarity threshold
t provides better results than: (i) using the set of these mod-
els (a) only, and (ii) using the SSMT’s if the patterns are
found there, otherwise using the a set as a fallback strategy
without considering the similarity threshold. Regarding the
lexical models, comparison of Tables 7 and 10 shows that
using LMT’s if possible, and otherwise the set of these mod-
els (b) as a fallback strategy, is also preferable to using b
only.

Future work includes testing the proposed technique
with dialogue systems developed for other application
domains, for example the Viajero system that we developed
in a previous study to provide bus travel information
(López-Cózar et al., 2000). Another line of research is con-
cerned with studying other methods to decide the confi-
dence score for the correction word. For example, one
alternative strategy might be to consider the score propor-
tional to the number of words in the concept that contains
the word with which the correction word is confused.
Another method would be to consider it proportional to
the number of phonemes in common between the corrected
word and the correction word.
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